Welcome to EuroPerio8 – and thank you for your enthusiasm

It's only just over three weeks to go to EuroPerio8 and here in London we are really looking forward to welcoming you all.

We have crossed the “t”s and dotted the “i”s to make sure every little thing is in place to ensure you have a memorable time here. We are already guaranteed a record-breaking congress, so thanks to you all for your support and promotion of the meeting.

Don't forget to check the website for travel and other information which will ensure you are well prepared to get the most out of the meeting.

See you all very soon!
Francis Hughes
Chair, EuroPerio8

Register right now for EuroPerio8 if you have not yet done so – deadline for regular registration this Wednesday

As previously announced, this Wednesday – May 13 – is the deadline for regular-fee and online registrations. After that date, higher last-minute and on-site prices apply. If you still need two more reasons to register right now, this debate between John Preshaw and Robert Genco gives you one, and this discussion between Giovanni Salvi and Tord Berglundh provides another. If you have received an invitation to present an e-poster, please submit it before the May 22 deadline and follow these instructions.

EuroPerio8 final programme book already available

Consult or download the final programme book for EuroPerio8, the world-leading triennial congress which features presentations by more than one hundred top figures in periodontology and implant dentistry. The EFP website features articles which highlight what the scientific programme has to offer on Thursday, June 4, on Friday, June 5, and the morning of Saturday, June 6, when the event closes with a special final session.
New 'EFP Interviews' section - Van der Velden describes his beginnings and the genesis of the EFP

The freshly rebranded 'EFP Interviews' section of the EFP website is an exciting video archive where leading pioneers – the true parents of periodontology – explain how they shaped its history. The archive includes an in-depth interview given by Ubele van der Velden to Tiernan O’Brien, where the former describes his early career and the origins of the EFP. Watch two instalments of the interview now - a fascinating third one will come soon.

Visit Perio People, the blog for EuroPerio8

Do you want to see a preview of the presentations which will be given at EuroPerio8 and to find out what speakers think are the top questions in perio today? Perio People, the official EFP blog for EuroPerio8, provides updates on the event and its speakers, with new material every day.

You can find out about what speakers think of the host city of London and about their favourite British music. Looking ahead to next year’s celebration of the 25th anniversary of the founding of the EFP, the blog also offers opinions from leading figures about the way perio science and practice has evolved over the last quarter century.